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Abstract 
Protein secondary structure prediction is one of the hot topics of 
bioinformatics and computational biology. In this article we present a new 
method to predict secondary structure of proteins. PSSMs of proteins are 
used to generate pseudo image of proteins. These protein images are used 
to extract digital image features. Digital image features vectors used for 
similarity analysis. We believe that PSSM pseudo digital images of 
proteins could help us to represent protein global intrinsic information in 
order find globally similar proteins and use these similar proteins during 
prediction. Highest prediction accuracy for Q3 recorded as 72.1% by 
using the system. Beside the high accuracy, this method allows us to 
shorten computational time for predicting secondary structure of proteins.  
 
 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Sequencing technologies are improved and the numbers of 
protein sequences are increased tremendously in protein 
databases. Conformational analysis and structural 
determination of proteins are very costly and time 
consuming. Biological information carried by amino acid 
sequences of protein can be analyzed through its structure. 
This fact increases the need for accurate and reliable 
methods to predict protein structure. Many attempts have 
been made to predict secondary structure of protein in the 
absence of suitable homologous sequences.   

Since Anfisen`stheory [1], it is believed that conformation 
of proteins is determined predominantly by their amino 
acid sequence. Many efforts have been devoted to predict 
secondary structure of protein from its amino acid 
sequences up to date. Prediction of secondary structure has 
yielded many interesting and promising results. These 
result increase attraction in predicting secondary structure 
of proteins from amino acid sequence.  Besides knowing 
biological function of proteins, secondary structure 

prediction enable to design novel proteins, predicting the 
effect of point mutations, identifying protein structural 
classes and predicting epitopes etc. 

 It is very reliable method to predict secondary structure of 
protein by comparative modeling with its homologous 
sequences but in the other hand, it is only possible when 
very high degree sequence similarity found to the target 
protein [2]. 
There are many different ways to describe accuracy of 
prediction. One of the parameter is the number of amino 
acid sequences used as a dataset. Way of estimating 
accuracy is very crucial in order to record fair score. Chou 
and Fasman`s study on prediction of protein conformation 
in 1974 which considered as one of the landmark score as 
77% accuracy in 1974 coils [3]. Other very famous 
methods developed by Garnier and his friends recorded the 
accuracy as 63% [4]. 
Kabsch and Sander consider more sequences than the 
dataset used by Chou Fasman and Garnier and found that 
the overall accuracy of methods were 50% for Chou and 
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Fasman, 56% for Garnier [5].It is very obvious that the 
high prediction scores obtained by Chou Fasman and 
Garnier were highly related to the dataset similarity that 
they used.  

Through multiple alignments secondary structure 
prediction accuracy was significantly boosted [6]. 

Most of the prediction methods are designed based on the 
sequentially local interaction even though formation of 
secondary structure is rely on more complex chemical 
interactions[7]. It is very important to consider the 
possibilities of including long-range interactions when 
designing a method for protein secondary structure 
prediction. 

Since GOR method, one of the first successful and popular 
of the secondary structure prediction schemes, scientist 
uses windows sliding methods to decide about central 
amino acid conformation. The GOR method analyzes 
sequences to predict alpha helix, beta sheet, or random coil 
secondary structure at each position based on 17-amino-
acid sequence windows. Method includes four scoring 
matrices of size 17×20, where the columns correspond to 
the log-odds score. Scores represent the probability of 
finding a given amino acid at each position in the 17-
residue sequence. The central amino acid, the ninth one, 
secondary structure conformation reflected by these four 
matrices probability being in a helical, sheet, coil 
conformation. 

The other method for protein secondary structure 
prediction is using PSSMs. In many different studies, it is 
recorded that PSSM base representations that utilize 
multiple alignment and information about protein families 
yield highest accuracies in secondary structure [8]. Since 
the conservation is usually indicative of the formation of 
repetitive motifs such as the secondary structures, this 
information was found useful in prediction of proteins. In 
PSSM each amino acid residues are represented by 20 
numbers. These numbers are possible amino acid 
substitutions that reflect frequencies of substitutions 
observed at this position in a protein family. The positive 
numbers indicated that given amino acids substitution 
occurs more frequently than expect by chance where the 
negative numbers represent the reverse [9]. The resulting 
PSSMs are generally generated iteratively. In many 
applications 3 iterations was used.  

Both methods predict the secondary structure based on 
linear locality, these methods cannot use information about 
long-range interaction of protein sequences. In order to 
include global similarity of the proteins rather than linear 
locality we propose different similarity measure. We 
created digital image of PSSMs than used sliding window 
approach to assign secondary structure confirmation of 
proteins.  We believe that generated image features 

represent long range interaction of proteins. We propose a 
method to test the hypothesis we propose. 
2. METHOD 

Method is described into 5 following steps: 

1. Generating PSSM for each proteins 
2. Creating digital image from PSSM 
3. Extracting features from images and representing 

the proteins with feature vectors 
4. Finding most similar feature vectors with the 

query  
5. Sliding windows onto similar proteins and 

assigning secondary structure  
 

1. Generating PSSM 

PSSM has found better alternative to consensus sequence 
to reveal more reliable similarity. Consensus sequences 
had previously been used to represent patterns in 
biological sequences, but had difficulties in the prediction 
of new occurrences of these patterns. First, a database 
containing all known sequences (or non-redundant 
database) is selected. Then, low complexity regions are 
removed from the nr database. Finally, PSSM profiles are 
generated by PSIBLAST (Position Specific Iterative-Basic 
Local Alignment Search Tool) program [10] for each of 
the proteins with three iterations for each sequence in 
25PDB dataset [11]. Here, multiple sequence alignment 
(MSA) and BLOSUM62 matrix [12] are used in 
generating PSSMs.  
 
A PSSM profile has L×20 elements, where L is the length 
of a query sequence. Protein sequences represented by 
PSSMs then converted into the images. The main purpose 
of converting PSSMs into the images is to generate 
features vectors that will be later used for finding similar 
proteins. Most similar 50 images are selected and 
similarity analysis has been performed with using these 50 
similar proteins for assigning secondary structure to each 
query.   
The other benefits of using images reduce the number of 
target proteins into data since slicing windows in all 
vectors (X numbers for each residue) is very time 
consuming.  
 

- Generating Digital Image from position 
specific scoring matrixes (PSSM)  

 
Generated PSSM profile (L×20 elements, where L is the 
length of a query sequence) converted into images. 
Protein`s sequences are now represented by these images.  
Since the input data to (number of images as protein`s) is 
too large to be processed, it is transformed into a reduced 
set of features  (features vector). We believe features 
vectors that are composed of 41 elements contain 
information describing protein important characteristics.  
Similarity search through entire protein are performed with 
using these vectors. It allows us to run similarity analyses 
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in shorter time. It is believed that these feature vectors 
derived from images are representing protein globally.  
 
 

- Sliding Window for protein structure 
prediction  

 
To improve similarity search analysis and due to the 
limited number of structure samples we use a sliding 
window for predicting the secondary structure of proteins. 
Since GOR method.Sliding windows become very popular 
in the secondary structure prediction and various studies 
have shown the benefits of the method. This method uses 
the window as a query rather than the whole sequence. The 
number of windows is the number of residue of proteins. It 
is believed that given characteristic of the central AA is 
determined not only by the AA itself but by the adjacent 
AAs. Sliding window method use adjacent AAs 
information since the similarity analyzed within short 
windows that are 17 AA long. In the other hand optimal 
sliding window size for protein structure is discussable.  
When predicting or analyzing some characteristics of an 
amino acid Ai, researchers relatively often use a window 
that is centered at Ai. In other words, a segment composed 
of Ai-X, Ai-X+1…Ai-1, Ai, Ai+1,…Ai+X, (where X 
determines the length of window). AAs is used since a 
given characteristic of the central AA is determined not 
only by the AA itself, but also by the adjacent AAs. 
 
Generating pseudo digital images of proteins and 
representing protein by feature vector for similarity 
search 

 
Figure: Systematic representation of generating pseudo 
digital images of proteins and representing protein by 
vector for similarity search  
 
5 different strategies have been performed for observing 
the efficiency of using PSSM pseudo images for selecting 

similar proteins and representing proteins by features 
vectors in prediction accuracy.  
 

 

 

 
4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Protein secondary structure prediction by using PSSM 
pseudo digital images of proteins(Sliding windows onto 
primary sequence of proteins) 
Most similar images to the query images are selected based 
in feature vectors hamming distance similarity. We tried to 
reach optimum number of similar images in order to obtain 
highest prediction score. 150 similar images give the 
highest score. Windows are slid through the query 
sequence. Four and more exact matches between two 
strings of windows are set up as a threshold. Similar 
strings that meet the criteria are collected as a decision 
maker for predicting the conformation of query residue. 
Prediction accuracy calculated in percentage as described 
in the literature  
Prediction accuracy in alpha class reached to 72.1% in 
average for alpha class in 25PDB.  

 
Figure: Prediction accuracy for 25PDB all alpha class is 
given in horizontal axis and number of proteins is in 
vertical axis 
This is the highest result obtained by the method presented 
in this report. No previous result are recorder higher than 
the method which uses the image features to reduce search 
space, as discussed above we believe that proteins global 
sequence are represented in the images. This would be the 
other reason of higher result.   
 
It is important to point here that this method is using 
different similarity measure then sequence similarity 
during the similar protein selection then sequence 
similarity is used to assign secondary structure 
conformation to each residue in query.  
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Figure13: Prediction accuracy is given in horizontal axis 
and number of proteins is in vertical axis in25PDB 
 
Class Prediction Accuracy 

All alpha class 72.1 

All beta  65.8 

Alpha + Beta 60.2 

Alpha / Beta 63 

Overall 65.2 

Table5: Prediction accuracies in 25 PDB proteins (protein 
represented by amino acids) 
 
Protein secondary structure prediction by using PSSM 
pseudo digital images of proteins 
(Sliding windows onto PSSMs of the proteins) 
 
After generating PSSM pseudo digital images of protein 
we propose alternative way to represent our proteins. 
Rather than using amino acid sequence of proteins we use 
PSSMs of the proteins. Hamming distance is used as a 
similarity measure and windows are slid onto PSSMs of 
the proteins. Efficiency of the methods is shown in the 
following figures and tables.  

 

Figure14: Prediction accuracy is given in horizontal axis 
and number of proteins is in vertical axis in25PDB 
((proteins are represented by PSSMs)) 

Class Prediction Accuracy 

All alpha class 62.1 

All beta  51.9 

Alpha + Beta 45.5 

Alpha / Beta 43.07 

Overall 50.6 

Table6: Prediction accuracies in 25 PDB, (proteins are 
represented by PSSMs) 
 
Protein secondary structure prediction by using PSSM 
pseudo digital images of proteins (Sliding windows onto 
physicochemical properties of proteins) 
 
One another way to represent proteins after obtaining 
similar images (proteins) through the PSSM pseudo digital 
images of proteins is using physicochemical properties of 
the proteins. Each residue of the protein sequence is 
represented by three physicochemical features; net charge, 
Hydrophobicity, and side chain mass.  Prediction accuracy 
is shown in the following graphs and tables.  

 

Prediction accuracy is given in horizontal axis and number 
of proteins is in vertical axis in25PDB ((proteins are 
represented by physicochemical properties. 

Class Prediction Accuracy 

All alpha class 66.9 

All beta  50.2 

Alpha + Beta 42.7 

Alpha / Beta 41.3 

Overall 50.2 

Table7: Prediction accuracies in 25 PDB, (proteins are 
represented by physicochemical properties) 
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Protein secondary structure prediction by using PSSM 
pseudo digital images of proteins (Using BLOSUM 
matrix as a similarity measure) 
 
We use PSSM pseudo digital images of proteins to select 
most similar proteins in the method described above. We 
use hamming distance measure for assigning secondary 
structure conformations. (In progress report I other 
similarity measure also discussed). We consider BLOSUM 
matrix as an alternative similarity measure since it is 
believed that BLOSUM as a substitution matrix 
biologically meaningful information beside quantitative 
similarity. The scores don`t give better results but using 
substitution matrix will be analyzed more in order to reveal  
 

 
Table8: Prediction accuracies in 25 PDB with 
BLOSUM62 as a similarity measure, (proteins are 
represented by polypeptide chain 
 

Result and Discussion  
We obtain highest prediction accuracy 72.1% (overall) by 
using the system described above. Beside overall accuracy 
presented methods predict very few proteins less then 
%50accuracy.  This makes our method superior to other 
methods. This system works best with sliding windows 
directly on protein polypeptide chain. It is a new approach 
for predicting PSSMs pseudo digital images of proteins 
and our result are promising in two aspects: 
 

A) PSSM pseudo digital images of proteins could 
help us to represent protein global intrinsic 
information in order find globally similar proteins 
and use these similar proteins during prediction. 

B) It allows us to narrow search space. The limited 
computation time could be overcome with this 
strategy.  

 
Using PSSMs of protein and digital image features in 
protein secondary structure prediction allow us higher 
prediction accuracy. We believe that our statistical analysis 
on primary-secondary structure relations on some specific 
proteins will allow us to modify our algorithms. Further 
studies are needed to analyze benefits of image processing 
features into proteins secondary structure prediction.   
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Class Prediction Accuracy 

All alpha class 67.1 

All beta  64.6 

Alpha + Beta 58.9 

Alpha / Beta 59.8 

Overall 62.6 


